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Abstract: Cloud computing is a virtual host computer system that enables enterprises to buy, lease, sell, or 

distribute software and other digital resources over the internet as an on-demand service. Though the new 

paradigm of cloud computing provides great advantages, there are meanwhile also concerns about security and 

privacy especially for web based cloud services. A two-factor authentication (2FA) and access control system for 

web-based cloud computing services is developed. Specifically, in the proposed 2FA access control system, an 

attribute-based access control mechanism is implemented with the necessity of both user secret key and a 

lightweight security device. As a user cannot access the system if s/he does not hold both, the mechanism can 

enhance the security of the system, especially in those scenarios where many users share the same computer for 

web-based cloud services. In addition, attribute-based control in the system also enables the cloud server to 

restrict the access to those users with the same set of attributes while preserving user privacy, i.e., the cloud server 

only knows that the user fulfills the required predicate, but has no idea on the exact identity of the user.  
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I.  Introduction  
Cloud computing is a virtual host computer system that enables enterprises to buy, ease, sell, or distribute software 

and other digital resources over the internet as an on-demand service. It no longer depends on a server or a number 

of machines that physically exist, as it is a virtual system. User authentication has become a critical component for 

any cloud system. A user is required to login before using the cloud services or accessing the sensitive data stored 

in the cloud. There are two problems for the traditional account/password based system. First, the traditional 

account/password based authentication is not privacy-preserving. However, it is well acknowledged that privacy 

is an essential feature that must be considered in cloud computing systems. Second, it is common to share a 

computer among different people. It may be easy for hackers to install some spyware to learn the login password 

from the web-browser. A recently proposed access control model called attribute-based access control is a good 

candidate to tackle the first problem. It not only provides anonymous authentication but also further defines access 

control policies based on different attributes of the requester, environment, or the data object. In an attribute-based 

access control system, each user has a user secret key issued by the authority. In practice, the user secret key is 

stored inside the personal computer. While considering the above mentioned second problem on web-based 

services, it is common that computers may be shared by many users especially in some large enterprises or 

organizations. 

In this paper, it is intended to develop a high end security system for providing authentication and access control 

mechanism which is very fast and accurate in computation as well as limited usage of storage server. 

 

II. Two Factor Access Control 

      The system setup process consists of two parts. The first part TSetup is run by a trustee to generate public 

parameters. The second part ASetup is run by the attribute issuing authority to generate its master secret key and 

public key. The process of authenticating the user and access control mechanism consist of mainly two steps. 

A. User Key Generation Phase:- 

The user key generation process consists of three parts. First, the user generates his secret and public key in USetup. 

Then the security device is initialized by the trustee in Device Initialization. All the public parameters generated 

are used during the authentication process. Finally the attribute issuing authority generates the user attribute secret 

key according to the user’s attribute in AttrGen. The secret generated by the attribute issuing authority determines 

which all data the user can access and this key is stored in the user computer. The user has to use his own computer 

and the USB key storage each time for accessing the cloud. Additional recovery options are also provided.  

B. Access Authentication Phase:- 

The access authentication process is an interactive protocol between the user and the cloud service provider. It 

requires the user to have his partial secret key, attribute secret key and the security device each time the user is 

accessing the cloud. 
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The interactive authentication protocol takes as input TPK, APK and a claim-predicate. The user has some 

additional inputs including an attribute secret key SKX,Y for attribute A, USK = y and the security device. Parse 

skA,Y as (A, e,s,x^).                           

III. Problem statement 

A. Two Factor Authentication:-  

The main task is to analyze and identify the identity of the user. Who is the user and what the role of that user is. 

Various two factor authentication mechanisms such as OTP passwords, etc. can be used for this purpose. Such 

authentication mechanism can validate the user credentials.  

S 

B. Two Factor Access Control 

According to cloud based applications and services the important task is access control. Which all data a genuine 

user can access with his role. The user’s role may be different, and the access privilege may be different by using 

two factor access control the user can access the data according to his role without use of storage server access. In 

this paper a new method which can be used for implementing both this access control and authentication is 

described. 

IV. Solution 
A. Attribute-Based Cryptosystem :- 

ABE enables fine grained access control over encrypted data using access policies and associates attributes with 

private keys and cipher texts. Within this context, cipher text-policy ABE (CP-ABE) allows a scalable way of data 

encryption such that the encrypter defines the access policy that the decrypter (and his/her attributes set) needs to 

satisfy to decrypt the cipher text. Thus, different users are allowed to decrypt different pieces of data with respect 

to the pre-defined policy. This can eliminate the trust on the storage server to prevent unauthorized data access. 

Besides dealing with authenticated access on encrypted data in cloud storage service, ABE can also be used for 

access control to cloud computing service, in a similar way as an encryption scheme can be used for authentication 

purpose: The cloud server may encrypt a random message using the access policy and ask the user to decrypt. If 

the user can successfully decrypt the cipher text (which means the user’s attributes set satisfies the prescribed 

policy), then it is allowed to access the cloud computing service. 

 

B.  Mediated cryptography:- 

Mediated cryptography was first introduced in as a method to allow immediate revocation of public keys. The basic 

idea of mediated cryptography is to use an on-line mediator for every transaction. This on-line mediator is referred 

to a SEM (Security Mediator) since it provides a control of security capabilities. If the SEM does not cooperate 

then no transactions with the public key are possible any longer.  

 

C.  Key-Insulated Cryptosystem:- 

The general idea of key-insulated security was to store long-term keys in a physically-secure but computationally-

limited device. Short-term secret keys are kept by users on a powerful but insecure device where cryptographic 

computations take place. Short term secrets are then refreshed at discrete time periods via interaction between the 

user and the base while the public key remains unchanged throughout the lifetime of the system. At the beginning 

of each time period, the user obtains a partial secret key from the device. By combining this partial secret key with 

the secret key for the previous period, the user renews the secret key for the current time period. Different from the 

proposed concept, key-insulated cryptosystem requires all users to update their keys in every time period. The key 

update process requires the security device. Once the key has been updated, the signing or decryption algorithm 

does not require the device anymore within the same time period. While the proposed concept does require the 

security device every time the user tries to access the system. Furthermore, there is no key updating required in the 

system. 

 

C.  Monotone span program:- 

The proposed access control mechanism depends on expressing the attribute predicate as a monotone span program, 

which is defined as a monotone Boolean function as follows   

 

 
 

D.  BBS+ signatures:- 

A signature scheme called BBS+ is used. It belongs to a class of signature schemes, commonly known as CL-

signatures. CL-signatures are useful in certifying credentials since their structures allows  a signer to create a 

signature on committed values; and a signer holder to prove to any third party that he/ she is in possession of a 

signature from the signer in zero knowledge. Let the public parameters are   
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The generators of the cyclic group are  

 

 
 

Compute the following, thus signature A is generated 

 

 
 

Evaluated during authentication as follows 

 

 
 

E.  Proof of knowledge protocol:- 

A proof of knowledge is a two-party protocol with the properties such as completeness and soundness. 

Completeness in the sense if x and y belongs to R the honest prover who knows witness y for x succeeds in 

convincing the honest verifier of his knowledge. Soundness is if x and y is not belonging to R no cheating prover 

can convince the honest verifier that x and y belongs to R, except with some small probability. It can be captured 

by the existence of a knowledge extractor E to extract the witness y: given oracle access to a cheating prover P, the 

probability that E outputs y must be at least as high as the success probability of P in convincing the verifier. For a 

zero-knowledge proof of knowledge, it has the extra property of Zero-knowledge: no cheating verifier learns 

anything other than x and y belongs to R. It is formalized by showing that every cheating verifier has some simulator 

that can produce a transcript that is indistinguishable with an interaction between the honest prover and the cheating 

(or honest) verifier.  

 

V. Schema Description 

 
Figure 1 User Key Generation Process 

 

The security device employed in the system satisfies the following requirements. The security key used is tamper 

resistant and it is capable of evaluation of a hash function. In addition, it can generate random numbers and compute 

exponentiations of a cyclic group defined over a finite field. Let A be the desired universe of attributes. For 

simplicity, assuming that A = [1, n] for some natural number n. We will use a vector x belongs to {0, n} n to 

represent the user’s attribute set. Let vector x = (x1,……,xn) belongs to  {0,1}n  .If the user is in possession of 
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attribute i, xi= 1. Otherwise, xi = 0. The system setup process consists of two parts. The first part TSetup is run by 

a trustee to generate public parameters. The second part ASetup is run by the attribute issuing authority to generate 

its master secret key and public key. The user key generation process consists of three parts. First, the user generates 

his secret and public key in USetup. Then the security device is initialized by the trustee in Device Initialization. 

Finally the attribute issuing authority generates the user attribute secret key according to the user’s attribute in 

AttrGen. 

Figure 2 shows the access authentication process, which is an interactive protocol between the user and the cloud 

service provider. It requires the user to have his partial secret key, attribute secret key and the security device. The 

interactive authentication protocol takes as input TPK, APK and a claim-predicate. The user has some additional 

inputs including an attribute secret key SKX,Y for attribute A, USK = y and the security device. Parse skA,Y as (A, 

e,s,x^). 

  
Figure 2 User Access Authentication Process 

 

1) The authentication server picks at random a challenge R belongs to Zp and  sends R to the user 

2) The user computes C = e^(g,h01/(y+R) and submits (C,y,R) to his /her security device 

3) The security device validates C(y+R) = TG and TGy = TY. 

4) Upon successful validation, the security device picks a random r belongs to Zp, computes CR = H(TGr ||R||C) 

and ZR= r-CRtsk  . It returns (CR,ZR) to the user. 

5) The user converts claim predicate value to its corresponding monotone span program M = (Mi,j) belongs to Zpl*m  

, with row labeling . 

6) For i = 1 to l , the user randomly picks ai; ti belongs to Zp   and computes Ci = gvi hti  

8) Then engage in zero-knowledge protocol, all the parameters are given to the protocol for validation process. 

A. Input Design:- 

This is a process of converting user inputs into computer based formats. The data is fed into system using simple 

interactive forms. The forms have been supplied with messages so that user data is read without facing any 

difficulty. The data is validated wherever it requires in the project. This ensures that only the correct data have been 

incorporated into the system. It also includes determining the recording media methods of input, speed of capture 

and entry into the system. 

B.  Output Design:- 

A quality output is one, which meets the requirements of the end user and presents the information clearly. In the 

output design, it is determined how the information is to be displayed for immediate need and also the hard copy 

output. The output design should be understandable to the user and it must offer great convenience. The output of 

the proposed software tool is designed as opening the text file containing the translated code. 
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The main objectives that guide the output design is that the user must be informed with proper messages and access 

permissions in case of any un usual key input or in case of the right key validation.  

 

VI. Experiment  Analysis 

 

 
Figure 3 Running time of the Authentication protocol (Server side)  

         The system is analyzed for evaluating the performance for further development. Fig. 3 shows the time cost 

of the server to authenticate a single user. For a relatively simple policy, say, consisting of 2 clauses with 2 

attributes per clause for a total of 4 attributes, the time is less than 0.3 seconds. For a policy of 10 clauses with 10 

attributes per clause, the time is around 3 seconds. While the asymptotic complexity at the user is similar to that 

of the server, the time cost for a user is about five times slower due to the use of a less powerful computing device. 

One should note that the security device is not the bottleneck as it only accounts for a constant time cost of 0.6 

seconds. 

 
Figure 4   Running time of the Authentication protocol (User side)  

 

The communication cost of our protocol is depicted in Fig. 9. In particular, for a policy of 100 attributes, the total 

bandwidth requirement is around 45 KB, which is acceptable for today’s network. One could conclude that our 

protocol is plausible for very simple policy and is still not practical yet for policy of medium size. 

 

 
Figure 5  Communication cost of the Authentication protocol (KB) 
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VII. Conclusion 
A new 2FA (including both user secret key and a lightweight security device) authentication and access control 

system for web-based cloud computing services has been developed. Based on the attribute-based access control 

mechanism, the proposed 2FA access control system has been identified to not only enable the cloud server to 

restrict the access to those users with the same set of attributes but also preserve user privacy. Detailed security 

analysis shows that the proposed 2FA access control system achieves the desired security requirements. Through 

performance evaluation, it is demonstrated that the construction is “feasible”. In future work the efficiency has to 

be improved while keeping all nice features of the system.  

VIII. Future Scope 

This paper has a vast future scope of work. It is highly extensible. The security issues are increasing day by day 

.Since the technologies and its secure use is an important concern we use different and secure access control and 

authentication mechanism. The major concern is more user friendly and highly secure measures must be developed 

and implemented. So the future work has a scope on this area where more user friendly security measures has to be 

concentrated. 
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